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하연맘's word book

1   

❂ paddle : to walk about barefoot in shallow water
     "There was the ocean to paddle in"

❂ rhinoceros : any of five species of a large herbivorous mammal
     "An enormous angry rhinoceros which had escaped from the Zoo"

❂ in a jiffy : 곧, 즉시

     "Their troubles were all over in a jiffy"

❂ filthy : extremely dirty
❂ nuisance : an annoying or troublesome person, thing or circumstance
     "You filthy nuisance"

❂ ramshackle : tumbledown; rickety; badly made and likely to fall down
     "They lived in a queer ramshackle house on the top of a high hill"

❂ mischief : reckless or malicious behavior that causes discomfort or 
annoyance in others

     "He will only get into mischief if he goes out of the garden"

❂ clump : a grouping of a number of similar things
❂ laurel : 월계수 a small evergreen tree with smooth dark shiny leaves 
     "Apart from a clump of dirty old laurel bushes"

2   

❂ blaze : burn brightly and intensely
     "It all started on a blazing hot day in the middle of summer"

❂ flabby : sagging, not firm
     "One of those white flabby faces"

❂ soggy : thoroughly soaked or wet; saturated
     "She was like a great white soggy overboiled cabbage"

❂ fleck : a speck or small bit 
❂ spit : a clear liquid secreted into the mouth 
     "Little flecks of spit would come shooting out of her mouth"

❂ hag : an ugly old woman
     "These two ghastly hag"

❂ hideous : dreadful; revolting; extremely ugly
     "She kept gazing at her won hideous face"

❂ lock : a section or curl of hair
     "Behold my heavenly silky locks"

❂ dainty : small and pretty, and, usually, delicate
     "You'll see my dainty toes"

❂ pimple : a small raised often pus-containing swelling on the skin; a spot
     "Please ignore the pimple on my chin"

❂ blunt : having no point or sharp edge
     "The chopper was a large blunt thing far too heavy for a small boy"

❂ ooze : to flow or leak out gently or slowly
     "Great tears began oozing out of James's eyes"

3   

❂ bristly : rough or prickly
     "A face was covered all over with bristly black whiskers"

❂ hobble : to walk awkwardly and unsteadily by taking short unsteady steps
     "The old man hobbled a step or two nearer"

❂ musty : smelling or tasting stale or old.
❂ stale : not fresh; musty
❂ mildew : become moldy; spoil due to humidity
     "The breath smelled musty and stale and slightly mildewed"
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❂ luminous : full of or giving out light
     "A sort of luminous quality that made them glow"

❂ skull : the bony skeleton of the head of vertebrates
     "Crocodile tongues boiled up in the skull of a dead witch"

❂ gizzard : a muscular chamber specialized for grinding up indigestible food
     "Add the gizzard of a pig, the beak of a green parrot"

❂ porcupine : 호저, 소마기

     "The juice of a porcupine, and three spoonfuls of sugar"

4   

❂ churn : stir (cream) vigorously in order to make butter
     "You will feel it churning and boiling in your stomach"

5   

❂ stinging nettle : 쐐기풀

     "He flew through the long grass and the stinging-nettles"

❂ wriggle : to twist to and fro
     "He could see them wriggling and twisting"

❂ burrow : to make a hole or tunnel in or under it
     "They burrowed their way downward into the hard earth"

❂ scrabble : to scratch, grope or struggle frantically, to scrawl
     "He began scrabbling around frantically"

❂ earthworm : 지렁이, any of several types of worm which live in and 
burrow through the soil

❂ centipede : any of numerous species of terrestrial arthropod which have 
a long rather flat segmented body and usually either 15 or 
23 pairs of legs

     "A whole lot of earthworms and centipedes and insects living in the soil"

❂ grim : stern and unsmiling
     "Aunt Spiker standing over him, Grim and tall and bony"

❂ pulpy : like a pulp; not having stiffness
❂ waddle : to sway from side to side in walking
     "Aunt Sponge, fat and pulpy as a jellyfish, came waddling up"

❂ well : a deep hole or shaft dug or drilled to obtain water or oil or gas or brine
     "We just lower the boy down the well in a bucket"

❂ wheeze : a bright idea; a clever scheme
     "That's a very good wheeze, my dear Sponge"

❂ despair : the state of having lost hope
     "It would be nothing but punishment and pain, unhappiness and despair"

7   

❂ twerp : (속어) 천한놈, 바보

     "Shut up, you little twerp!"

❂ hunk : a lump or piece, sometimes broken or cut off from a larger piece.
     "Why don't we dig out a great big hunk of it for you and me to eat?"

8   

❂ spread like wildfire :  to spread rapidly and extensively
     "The news had appeared in someone's garden spread like wildfire"

❂ crafty : clever, shrewd, cunning or sly
     "These two crafty women stationed themselves at the gate"

❂ seethe : be noisy with activity
     "The whole place was a seething mass of men"

❂ shove : to push or thrust with force
     "Mass of men all shoving to get a glimpse of this fruit"
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❂ slam : to shut loudly and with violence 
     "The door slammed"

9   

❂ twig : a small shoot or branch of a tree, bush
     "The slightest little snap of a twig makes you jump"

❂ dazzle : to make someone unable to see properly, with or because of a 
strong light

     "What a dazzling sight it was!"

❂ glint : to give off tiny flashes of bright light
     "The moonlight was shining and glinting on its great curving sides"

❂ magnet : a piece of metal, especially a piece of iron, with the power to 
attract and repel iron

     "As though drawn by some powerful magnet"

10   

❂ murky : dark, gloomy
     "The tunnel was damp and murky"

❂ bittersweet : a plant, the stems of which taste first bitter and then 
sweet when chewed

     "There was the curious bittersweet smell of fresh peach"

❂ jag : a sharp projection on an edge or surface
❂ groove : a long narrow channel, especially one cut with a tool
     "It was very jagged and full of deep grooves"

11   

❂ grasshopper : 메뚜기, a large brown or green jumping insect
     "A grasshopper, for example, is an insect"

❂ squat : to take up, or be sitting in, a low position with the knees
     "Each of these three was squatting upon a magnificent chair"

❂ silkworm : the caterpillar of the silk moth, which spins a cocoon of 
unbroken silk thread

     "It might be a silkworm"

❂ famished : very hungry; starving 
     "I'm famished!"

12   

❂ slither : to slide or slip unsteadily while walking, especially on ice
     "You're a slitherer, that's all you are!"

❂ wither : lose freshness, vigor, or vitality
     "The Old-Green-Grasshopper gave him a withering look"

❂ scornful : expressing extreme contempt
     "He said, speaking in a deep, slow, scornful voice"

❂ colossal : huge, vast
     "Such a marvelous colossal Centipede as me?"

❂ glee : great delight, joy
     "He cried, wriggling with glee and pointing at the Earthworm"

❂ rascal : a dishonest person; a rogue
     "He was obviously a rascal"

13   

❂ suspend : to hang or hang up something
     "It was suspended by a rope of threads at either end"

❂ shimmer : to shine tremulously and quiveringly with reflected light
     "It was made of shimmered like silk in the pale light"
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❂ gossamer : fine filmy spider-woven threads seen on hedges or floating in the air
     "I spun it with gossamer"

❂ amble : to walk without hurrying; to stroll
     "He ambled across the room"

❂ drowsy : sleepy; causing sleepiness
     "Lights out, said the Centipede drowsily"

❂ glowworm : 개똥벌레류의 유충

     "The crazy Glow-worm has gone to sleep with her light on"

❂ hurl : to fling violently
     "He shouted hurling the boot up at the ceiling"

14   

❂ stem : the central part of a plant that grows upward from its root
     "The only thing is the thick stem attaching it to the tree"

❂ lurch : abrupt up-and-down motion 
     "As the room gave another violent lurch"

❂ razor : a sharp-edged instrument used for shaving
     "Who has a pair of jaws as sharp as razors"

❂ tuft : a small bunch or clump of grass, hair, feathers, wool
     "Growing out of the tufts of his hair"

❂ gnu : 누(숫 영양과의 일종)

❂ gnocerous : 사전 미등록

     "A Gnu and Gnocerous surely you'll see"

❂ gnormous : ginormous, gigantic + enormous
❂ gnorrible : 사전 미등록

❂ gnat : 모기

     "That gnormous and gnorrible Gnat whose sting when it stings you"

❂ tremor : a shaking and quivering
     "We may die in an earthquake or tremor"

❂ dilemma : a problem or difficult situation
     "We may be tossed on the horns of a furious dilemma"

❂ insidiously : developing gradually without being noticed 
     "One second later.. slowly, insidiously, oh most gently"

15   

❂ trip : miss a step and fall or nearly fall
     "Aunt Sponge, the fat one, tripped over a box"

❂ crunch : to crush or grind noisily between the teeth or under the foot
     "There was a crunch"

16   

❂ hurtle : to move or throw very quickly or noisily
     "As it went hurtling by"

❂ hedge : a boundary formed by bushes and shrubs planted close together
     "Breaking down all the fences and hedges in its path"

❂ paddock : a small enclosed field for keeping a horse in
     "Then through a paddock full of horses"

❂ panic-stricken : struck with sudden fear; terrified
❂ stampede : to rush or make (people or animals) rush in a herd or crowd
     "Mass of panic-stricken animals stampeding in all directions"

❂ pigsty : a pen on a farm, etc for pigs
❂ hayrick = haystack : a large firm stack of hay built in an open field 
     "Cowsheds, stables, pigsties, barns, bungalows, hayricks, anything"
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❂ serenely : calm and composed; at peace
     "It stayed floating serenely upon the surface of the water"

17   

❂ bruise : injure the underlying soft tissue of bone of
❂ batter : strike violently and repeatedly
❂ tangle : to become untidy, knotted and confused
     "He was lying bruised and battered on the floor of the room amongst 

a tangled mass"

❂ pitchy : of the blackest black
     "The room was in pitchy darkness"

❂ limp : to walk with an awkward or uneven step, often because one leg 
is weak or injured

     "The Centipede said, limping cross the room"

❂ coal mine : an underground deposit of coal prepared for excavation
     "We are probably at the bottom of a coal mine"

18   

❂ awkward : embarrassed or embarrassing
     "We find ourselves in a rather awkward situation"

❂ grisly : horrible; ghastly; gruesome
     "We shall all die a slow and grisly death from starvation"

❂ shrivel : wither, especially with a loss of moisture
     "I am slowly shriveling up for want of food"

❂ scoop : to empty or hollow it with such movements
     "I think we'd better simply scoop it out of that tunnel"

❂ bluebottle : a large fly which has a characteristic noisy buzzing flight
     "A big, juicy, caught-in-the-web bluebottle was the finest dinner"

❂ scrumptious : delicious
     "I've eaten many strange and scrumptious dishes in my time"

❂ dandyprat : 굉장한 멍청이, 얼간이

❂ earwig : 집게벌레

     "Jellied gnats and dandyprats and earwigs cooked in slime"

❂ sprinkle : to scatter in, or cover with a scattering of, tiny drops or particles
❂ pinch : a painful or straitened circumstance
❂ grime : thick ingrained dirt or soot
     "Don't forget to sprinkle them with just a pinch of grime"

❂ dreg : a small amount of residue
❂ stingbug : 악취를 풍기는 벌레, 노린재, 방귀벌레

❂ hornet : any of several large social wasps, with a brown and yellow 
striped body

     "Scrambled dregs and stinkbugs' eggs and hornets stewed in tar"

❂ pail : a bucket, the amount contained in a pail 
     "Pails of snails and lizards' tails"

❂ vinegar :  sour liquid consisting of a dilute solution of acetic acid
     "A beetle is improved by just a splash of vinegar"

❂ mince : to cut or shred something (especially meat) into very small pieces
❂ doodlebug : 개미귀신, the larva of an ant-lion or other insect
     "Minced doodlebugs and curried slugs“ 

❂ tentacle : 촉수, 촉각, any of the long thin flexible appendages growing 
on the head or near the mouth of many invertebrate animals

     "I crave the tasty tentacles of octopi for tea" 

❂ burden : the main theme, especially of a book or speech
     "The Centipede declared, "the burden of my speech" 

19   

❂ perambulator : a small vehicle with four wheels in which a baby or child 
is pushed around

     "Which was big enough to have swallowed a perambulator" 
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❂ lunge : a sudden plunge forwards
     "The shark made a lunge at the peach"

❂ pandemonium : noise, chaos and confusion
     "Panic and pandemonium broke out immediately on top of the peach"

❂ pathetically : in a manner arousing sympathy and compassion
     "Their eyes waited upon him, tense, anxious, pathetically hopeful" 

20   
  ❂ coax : to persuade them, using flattery, promises, kind words, etc
     "Come on, James, the Ladybug said, coaxing him"
  ❂ spin : form a web by making a thread
     "we can easily wake him up and make him spin!"
  ❂ jeer : to laugh unkindly at them or it 
     "Skyhooks, I suppose," jeered the Centipede"
  ❂ seagull : 갈매기

     "Seagulls," James answered calmly" 
  ❂ poppycock : nonsense
  ❂ balderdash : nonsense
  ❂ bait : food put on a hook or in a trap to attract fish or animals
     "With bait. Bait! What sort of bait?" 
  ❂ not give a hoot : 개의치 않다

     "I don't give a hoot what the plan is!" cried the Earthworm"
  ❂ martyr : someone who chooses to be put to death as an act of witness 

to their faith
     "You will be a martyr," said the Centipede"

21  
  ❂ scuttle : to move quickly with haste; to scurry
     "They said eagerly as they scuttled into the tunnel entrance" 

22   

❂ crouch : to bend low or squat with one’s knees and thighs against one’s chest 
     "James was crouching close beside the Earthworm in the tunnel entrance" 

❂ exhort : to urge or advise someone strongly and sincerely
     "Centipede was exhorting them both frantically to greater efforts" 

❂ swoop : to make a sudden forceful attack; to pounce
     "It came swooping down toward the Earthworm" 

❂ tether : a rope or chain for tying an animal to a post or confining it to 
a particular spot

     "James caught them and tethered them to the peach stem"

❂ harness : to attach a draught animal to a cart
     "The five hundred and second seagull was caught and harnessed to 

the peach-stem" 

23   

❂ squeal : to utter a screeching sound
     "Miss Spider who was literally squealing with excitement grabbed"

❂ steeple : a tower, especially one with a spire, that forms part of a church
     "They were as high as the top of a church steeple above the ocean" 

❂ clamber : to climb using one’s hands as well as one’s feet
     "Miss Spider clambered back onto the deck with a pleased" 

❂ teem : be full of them or abound in them
     "The whole sky is teeming with birds!" 

❂ darn : something of little value
     "I have this darned thing focused right?" 

24   
❂ chirp : to produce a short high-pitched sound
     "He had listened many times to the sound of grasshoppers chirping in the grass"
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❂ banjo : a stringed musical instrument with a long neck and a round 
body, played like a guitar

❂ fiddle : a violin, especially when used to play folk music or jazz
     "It sounds more like a banjo than a fiddle" 
  ❂ cricket : 귀뚜라미, a species of mainly nocturnal insect related to the 

grasshopper
❂ katydid : 미국산 여치, any of various species of grasshopper 
     "You ought to see where my cousins the crickets and the katydids 

keep theirs" 
  

❂ rambunctious : difficult to control
     "Why must you always be so rude and rambunctious to everyone?"

25  
  ❂ crumbly : apt to break into small fragments or disintegrate
     "It makes the soil nice and crumbly so that things will grow well in it" 
  ❂ decent : respectable; suitable; modest, not vulgar or immoral
     "I catch flies and mosquitoes in my webs. I am a decent person" 
 ❂ flush : to clean out (especially a lavatory pan) with a rush of water
❂ plughole : the hole in a bath or sink through which water flows into the 

wastepipe
     "She flushed my poor dear father down the plughole in the bathtub" 
  ❂ sleek : smooth, soft and glossy
     "I must make myself sleek as a cat"
  ❂ frown : look angry or sullen, wrinkle one's forehead
     "I must do something quickly, she frowned" 
  ❂ snigger : such a laugh
     "Cried the peach with a snigger" 
  ❂ snuff : powdered tobacco for inhaling through the nose
     "Monkeys chewed tobacco and hens took snuff" 

26  

❂ teeter : to stand or move unsteadily; to wobble
❂ brink : the edge or border of a steep dangerous place or of a river
     "He had stood teetering on the brink" 

27   

❂ menace : to threaten; to show an intention to damage or harm someone
     "Clouds like mountains towered high above their heads on all sides, 

mysterious, menacing, overwhelming" 

❂ stealth : softness and quietness of movement in order to avoid being noticed
     "The peach was a soft, stealthy traveler"

❂ wraith : a ghost, a spectre
     "These "things" were actually living creatures -- tall, wispy, wraithlike" 

❂ candy floss : a fluffy mass of spun sugar usually coloured and served on a stick
     "They were made out of a mixture of cotton-wool and candy floss" 

❂ imbecile : a stupid person, a fool
     "Those imbeciles couldn't hear anything!, he cried" 

❂ yelp : such a cry
     "They gave a yelp of surprise and dropped their shovels to the ground"

❂ loathsome : causing intense dislike or disgust
     "Now you've done it, you loathsome pest!" 

❂ infuriate : to make someone very angry
     "This evidently infuriated the Cloud-Men beyond belief"

❂ squelch : to walk through wet ground or with water in one’s shoes 
     "James could hear them burying themselves in the peach flesh with 

horrible squelching noises" 

28   

❂ hypnotize : to put someone in a state of hypnosis(최면)

     "They were too hypnotized by the whole affair to make a move" 
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❂ in a frenzy : 미친듯이

     "They were splashing the paint onto the great curvy arch in a frenzy of speed" 
  ❂ thud : a dull sound like that of something heavy falling to the ground
     "There was a tremendous thud as the peach went crashing into the 

top part of the rainbow" 
  ❂ kipper : 연어

     "It's no good eating me, I'm full of bones like a kipper!" 
  ❂ bawl : to cry or shout loudly
     "James!" bawled the Centipede"

29  
  ❂ detest : to dislike something intensely; to hate
     "I detest paint, Miss Spider announced"

30  
  ❂ faraway : dreamy; abstracted; absent-minded
     "The faraway voice came down to them once again"
  ❂ faucet : a TAP² fitted to a barrel
     "On with the faucets!" it shouted" 
  ❂ deluge : a flood
     "But then, just as suddenly as it had started, the deluge stopped" 
  ❂ somersault : a leap or roll in which the whole body turns a complete circle 
     "The Centipede was dancing and turning somersaults in the air" 

31  
  ❂ sinister : suggesting or threatening evil or danger; malign
     "Working their sinister magic upon the world below"
  ❂ blizzard : a severe snowstorm 
❂ snowflake : 눈송이

❂ funnel : a vertical exhaust pipe on a steamship 
     "A blizzard of snow-flakes blowing out of the great funnel above“ 

 32   

❂ soot : a black powdery substance produced when coal or wood is 
imperfectly burned

     "people walking on the pavements looked no larger than tiny grains of soot" 

❂ skyscraper : an extremely tall building
     "Those are skyscrapers! So this must be America!" 

33  
 ❂ smithereens : tiny fragments
     "It was an enormous bomb to blow the whole city to smithereens "
 ❂ summon : to order someone to come or appear
     "The President started pressing buttons right and left to summon his 

Admirals and his Generals" 

35  
 ❂ plummet : to fall or drop rapidly; to plunge or hurtle downwards
     "Round and round and upside down went the peach as it plummeted 

toward the earth" 
 ❂ stupor : a state of unconsciousness or near-unconsciousness
     "They stopped running and stood there staring in a sort of stupor" 

36  
 ❂ taper : to make or become gradually narrower towards one end
     "The very tallest of them all had a top that tapered off into a long 

sharp point"
 ❂ pinnacle : a slender upright spire at the top of a buttress of tower
     "There was the giant peach, caught and spiked upon the very pinnacle 

of the Empire State Building" 
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37  
  ❂ binocular : an optical instrument designed for simultaneous use by both eyes
     "A man who had a pair of binoculars to his eyes said"
  ❂ trigger : lever that activates the firing mechanism of a gun
     "All the policemen were holding their guns at the ready, with their 

fingers on the triggers"
  ❂ hatchet : a small axe held in one hand
     "The firemen were clutching their hatchets"
  ❂ wampus : 괴짜, 촌뜨기, 이상한 사람

     "It's not a Dragon! It's a Wampus!" 
   ❂ gorgon : the monsters which had live snakes for hair and were capable 

of turning people to stone
     "It's a gorgon!"
  ❂ sea serpent : huge creature of the sea resembling a snake or dragon
     "It's a Sea-serpent!" 
  ❂ commotion : noisy confusion; uproar
     "He seemed to be enjoying enormously the commotion that he was causing" 
  ❂ cockatrice : a monster with the head, wings and legs of a cock and the 

body and tail of a serpent
     "Or a Cockatrice!" yelled the Chief of Police"  
  ❂ gruesome : inspiring horror or disgust; sickening; macabre
     "Oh, just look at its vermicious gruesome face!" 
  ❂ giddy : suffering an unbalancing spinning sensation
     "Miss Spider called out. It's making me giddy" 
  ❂ chaperone : one who accompanies and supervises a young woman or 

gatherings of young people
     "The Queen of Spain, has summoned him by phone be a chaperone"
  ❂ eccentricity : peculiarity of behaviour; oddness
     "And although this smacks a bit of eccentricity" 
 

 38
 ❂ steeplejack : someone whose job is to construct and repair steeples and 

tall chimneys
❂ pulley : a simple mechanism for lifting and lowering weights
     "One hundred steeplejacks, armed with ropes and ladders and pulleys" 

❂ ticker tape : this type of paper thrown from windows to welcome or 
meet a famous person

     "We must now have a ticker-tape parade for our wonderful visitors!" 

39  
  

❂ torch :  small portable light powered by electric batteries
     "The Glow-worm became the light inside the torch on the Statue of Liberty" 
 ❂ monument : something, eg a statue, built to preserve the memory of a 

person or event
     "It became a famous monument" 
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